Sherwood 2040 Comprehensive Plan Update
Community Advisory Committee
April 22, 2020 Meeting Summary
Attendees
Damon Starnes
Corey Kearsley
Thomas Quesenberry
Paul Mayer
Megan Thornton
Jim Fisher
Angi Ford

Jeff Roberts
Brian Amer
Russell Griffin
Erika Palmer
Joy Chang
Anais Mathez

Meeting convened 6:35 PM

Comments
•

•
•
•

Question on Metro Urban Growth Management Function Plan and Regional Framework Plan –
What are these plans and difference between them. Why does City of Sherwood have to take
them in consideration?
Aligning with regional policies – do we need to be consistent with regional regulations?
Need new policy on expansion that allows City level to make the decision vs. regional
Is there a document that explains a way a City can change or circumvent regional and state
requirements?

Comments
• Create a policy that allows small properties to annex into the City without a Concept Planning
o Set criteria and example of when can it be done
o Small property annexation policy should be considered

Comments
•

Goal statement don’t directly align with the policies
o A little bit disjointed
o Goal statement have been vetted through the Visioning process
o Can possibly amend the Goal statement to help the language conform with the policies

•
•

Previously discussed methods of dissemination of information
This show what’s available vs. how to disseminate information

Comments on Policy 2
• Development Code should mirror Policy 2
• Allow development on the floodplain with mitigation or exceptions
o New floodplain technologies and regulations
o Allowance for Net Development

Comments
•
•
•
•

The survey is really wordy
Parks survey had lots of pictures
Some of the questions are not relatable to daily life, like the park survey
Too technical, too much jargon, parks survey was easier

Comments
• A Housing Snapshot of Sherwood – This is sexy.
• Who are our target audience? Everyone and smaller groups?
o Targeted groups e.g. Chamber, local realtors, etc.
• Stories of individuals that left Sherwood – What made it not work for them?
• Share with builders and the development community
• Chat rooms can capture their thoughts - chat rooms are great record keeping
• Push the Comp Plan process through
• Keep it shorter and focus on needed info
• Continue on course and not deviate from the task

Meeting Adjourned 8:09 PM

